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A B S T R A C T   

Molecules are dynamic entities, and understanding intra- and inter-molecular reactions and changes in confor-
mation is one of the most fascinating, important and complex subjects in NMR. Conformational changes and 
chemical reactions result in observed spins exchanging between different magnetic environments, and the 
sensitivity of NMR spectra to such dynamic processes has been recognised since the earliest days of the field. 
Careful analysis of such spectra, acquired using one- or two-dimensional experiments, can provide insight into 
structural, thermodynamic, kinetic and mechanistic aspects of the underlying exchange process. The theoretical 
principles of these lineshape analysis methods will be introduced in this article, alongside a practical discussion 
of calculation methods, data acquisition and analysis software.   

Introduction 

Chemical exchange refers to a wide variety of processes by which 
spins interconvert between different magnetic environments. These 
processes may be intra- or inter-molecular, and covalent or non- 
covalent. Examples include bond rotation [1], fluxionality [2,3], sig-
matropic shifts [4], ring flips [5], the exchange of labile protons with the 
solvent [6], protein folding and unfolding [7], intermediate formation 
[8], and ligand binding and host-guest recognition [9–11]. Exchange 
can occur over a wide range of timescales, from ps–ns (protein side chain 
rotations and loop motions), ns (rotational diffusion), μs–s or slower 
(protein folding, domain motions, and ligand binding), although the rate 
of these processes may vary substantially depending on the associated 
free energy barrier and temperature. NMR spectra and experiments can 
probe many aspects of the free energy landscapes that encode the 
behaviour of a molecule or molecules involved in such exchange pro-
cesses. This includes structure (chemical shifts) and molecular weight 
(line widths), thermodynamics (populations, equilibrium constants), the 
kinetics of chemical exchange processes, and their mechanism (the 
number of states, and the pathways that connect them). This can often 
be done in a non-invasive way, observing processes at dynamic equi-
librium without requiring physical perturbations or manipulation of a 
sample. Indeed, for processes occurring on rapid timescales such per-
turbations may not even be feasible experimentally. For this reason, 

NMR spectroscopy has become one of the most important methods 
available for studying exchange and dynamics, from small molecules to 
large biomolecular complexes. 

In this article, we will introduce the characterisation of chemical 
exchange through one- and two-dimensional lineshape analysis. To this 
end, we first review basic aspects of chemical exchange, its impact on 
one- and two-dimensional NMR measurements, and then in turn survey 
the principles, calculation methods, and available software, for per-
forming one- and two-dimensional lineshape analysis. In doing so, we 
hope that this article might encourage and facilitate the more wide-
spread use of these powerful analytical methods. 

A note on units 

Before commencing, it is worth highlighting an aspect of units that 
can often cause confusion in discussions of chemical exchange: Hertz 
(Hz) versus inverse seconds (s− 1). While equivalent in terms of dimen-
sional analysis, Hz refers specifically to linear frequency, being equiv-
alent to one cycle per second. Such frequencies are commonly denoted 
by a lower-case nu (ν), and in NMR may be used to describe resonance 
frequencies and linewidths. In contrast, s− 1 refers to angular frequency 
(i.e. radians per second), and is commonly denoted by a lower-case 
omega (ω). Linear and angular frequencies are related by a factor of 
2π, ω = 2πν. In contrast, relaxation rates (such as R1 and R2) and kinetic 
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rate constants are measured only in inverse seconds (s− 1): they are not 
frequencies and should not be reported in Hz. 

Chemical exchange 

When discussing chemical exchange, we refer to exchange between 
states, that is, minima in free energy landscapes. Importantly, state is a 
global property of a molecule: if a molecule exchanges between two 
states, A and B, then every spin in the molecule will have spectroscopic 
properties associated with both states (although it may turn out that 
these are very similar in regions of the molecule far from any confor-
mational changes). 

The rate of exchange between two states can be described with a 
first-order (or pseudo-first order) rate constant. For the irreversible 

unimolecular process A →
kAB B, we can write the rate of change of the 

concentration of A: d[A]

dt = − kAB[A]. However, when studying chemical 
exchange by NMR we are generally concerned with reversible processes 
at equilibria: 

A⇌
kABB
kBA

(1) 

The populations of A and B, pA and pB, are related to each other by 
the equilibrium constant KAB. This is related to the free energy difference 
between the two states, as well as kinetically to the ratio of the rate 
constants: 

KAB =
pB

pA
=

kAB

kBA
= exp

(

−
ΔGAB

RT

)

(2)  

pA =
kBA

kAB + kBA
(3)  

pB =
kAB

kAB + kBA
(4) 

At equilibrium, the forwards and backwards flux across the equi-
librium are equal (pAkAB = pBkBA). For highly skewed populations, this 
indicates that a slow reaction from a highly populated state is balanced 
by a rapid backwards reaction from a sparsely populated state. 

Importantly, because molecules are indistinguishable, no experi-
mental technique is able to observe the exchange of molecules between 
states in dynamic equilibrium: some form of perturbation is essential in 
order to probe the kinetics and mechanism of exchange. The great 
strength of NMR spectroscopy lies in the ability to apply a chemically 
inert magnetic perturbation to study chemical equilibria. By applying rf 
pulses to perturb the magnetic equilibrium, previously indistinguishable 
molecules can now be distinguished, and we can observe their flux 
through a reaction network. 

Exchange of spin states 

To analyse chemical exchange by NMR, chemical states must be 
mapped to spin states, i.e. to distinct magnetic environments experi-
enced by the spins under observation (Fig. 2). Each spin state is asso-
ciated with spectroscopic parameters such as chemical shifts, relaxation 
rates and coupling constants, the analysis of which can ultimately pro-
vide structural information in addition to thermodynamic and kinetic 
information. Multiple spins within a molecule, for example along the 
sequence of a polypeptide, can be treated independently and the results 
combined in a final analysis. 

In general, this mapping is straightforward, e.g. for intramolecular 
exchange A⇌B (Eq. 1) the chemical states A and B correspond directly 
to spin states. For protein-observed ligand binding (Fig. 1A): 

P + L⇌
kon

koff
PL (5)  

we consider the two protein spin states P and PL, which exchange with 
pseudo-first order rates: 

P ⇌
kon [L]

koff
PL (6) 

The free ligand concentration, [L], in this expression is calculated 
from the dissociation constant, Kd = koff/kon, and the total concentra-
tions of protein, [P]0, and ligand, [L]0: 

[L] =
1
2

(

[L]0 − [P]0 − Kd +

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
[L]0 − [P]0 − Kd

)2
− 4[L]0[P]0

√ )

(7) 

In other cases, such as dimerization, or the binding of a ligands to a 
dimer, a single chemical state may contain multiple spin states, which 
may or may not be magnetically equivalent depending on the symmetry 
of the dimer. Examples of this are illustrated in Fig. 1B and C. 

Chemical exchange at dynamic equilibrium 

An important property of chemical exchange at dynamic equilibrium 
is that kinetics are always linear, because the fluctuations in equilibrium 
concentrations as molecules exchange back and forth are negligible. The 
rate of change of the concentration of spin states can therefore always be 
expressed using pseudo-first order rate constants, in terms of gain and 
loss from and to other states [12]. 

An extensive literature is available reviewing and discussing the ef-
fects and analysis of chemical exchange on NMR spectra [13–17]. For 
the simplest example of two-state exchange (Eq. 1), we can write [15]: 

dA
dt

= − kABA + kBAB

dB
dt

= kABA − kBAB
(8) 

Fig. 1. Mapping chemical states and equilibria to spin states and pseudo-first order exchange rates. Three examples are shown: (A) simple two-state ligand binding; 
(B) association of monomers into an asymmetric dimer (spin states B and C); and (C) binding of two ligands to a symmetric dimer via an asymmetric, singly-bound 
intermediate (spin states B and C). The exchange operator, written in terms of the spin state populations A, B, …, is also shown for each example. 
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This enables kinetics to be expressed using a simple matrix formu-
lation in terms of an exchange operator, K, acting on the space of spin 
states [15]: 

dM→

dt
=

d
dt

(
A

B

)

=

(
− kAB kBA

kAB − kBA

)

⋅

(
A

B

)

= K⋅M→ (9) 

Eigenvalues of the exchange operator contain the chemical relaxa-
tion rates of the system, i.e. the rates of return to equilibrium following a 
perturbation (while eigenvectors contain the associated change in con-
centrations). An exchange operator will always contain one zero 
eigenvalue, representing the equilibrium state that does not change over 
time. The second eigenvalue for the operator above (Eq. 9), which for a 
two-state system is usually denoted simply as the exchange rate kex, is 
[15]: 

kex = kAB + kBA (10) 

In the earlier example of a protein-ligand interaction (Eq. 6, Fig. 1A), 
this exchange rate is: 

kex = koff + kon[L] (11) 

As the free ligand concentration [L] (Eq. 7) increases monotonically 
with the total ligand concentration, the exchange rate (Eq. 11) also al-
ways increases along the course of a titration (Fig. 2). 

Knowledge of these exchange rates is critical to understanding 
chemical exchange in NMR, as they are the quantities against which 
differences in spectroscopic parameters are compared in order to define 
fast, intermediate and slow exchange regimes. For more complex ex-
change mechanisms, there may be more than one exchange rate (i.e. the 
exchange operator may have multiple distinct, non-zero eigenvalues). In 
such cases, exchange may be in different regimes with respect to each 
chemical relaxation process [18]. 

Chemical exchange in NMR 

Chemical exchange can affect NMR experiments in a variety of ways, 
most obviously in the free induction decay and its associated spectrum. 
Here, chemical exchange can lead to distinct resonances appearing for 
each exchanging state, to a single resonance at a population-weighted 
average position, or to severe line broadening of exchanging reso-
nances. It is worth noting that NMR is unique in this amongst spectro-
scopic methods, such as fluorescence or circular dichroism spectroscopy, 
which observe only the combined spectra of species populated at a given 
instant. This ultimately reflects the small energy differences and long 
lifetimes associated with nuclear spin states. 

A central concept in understanding the effect of chemical exchange 
on an NMR experiment is the exchange regime, which is determined by 
the rate of chemical exchange (kex) relative to a relevant spectroscopic 
quantity, most commonly the frequency difference between states, Δω: 

Δω = γB0Δδ (12)  

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus being observed, B0 is the 
static magnetic field strength, and Δδ is the chemical shift difference 
between the states. 

We start by considering the simplest case, in which two exchanging 
states, A and B, have equal populations. This frequently arises for rea-
sons of symmetry, for example the two methyl groups of dime-
thylformamide. As described later, the appearance of a 1D spectrum for 
such a system can be calculated as a function of the exchange rate 
(Fig. 3A). 

When exchange is rapid relative to the frequency difference 
(kex≫Δω, the fast exchange regime), a single, sharp resonance will be 
observed at the average frequency of the two states (Fig. 3A, top). This 
reflects the molecule jumping between states so rapidly that only a 
single averaged frequency can be detected. 

In contrast, if exchange is slow relative to the frequency difference 
(kex≪Δω, the slow exchange regime), then separate, sharp resonances will 
be observed for each state (Fig. 3A, bottom). This reflects the molecule 
exchanging between states so slowly that, as far as the NMR experiment 
is concerned, the two states are chemically completely disconnected. In 
this situation, the NMR experiment is equivalent to other methods such 
as UV-vis or fluorescence spectroscopy (because the frequency differ-
ences between vibrational or electronic (optical) transitions are many 
orders of magnitude larger than between NMR transitions). 

In between these two limiting cases, the situation becomes more 
complex as the exchange rate approaches the frequency difference 
(kex ≈ Δω, the intermediate exchange regime) (Fig. 3A). At this point, the 
two signals observed in the slow exchange regime broaden out until they 
coalescence into the single resonance observed in the fast exchange 
regime. For equal populations, this coalescence point, defined by van-
ishing of both first and second derivatives, occurs when |Δω| =

̅̅̅
2

√
kex 

[14]. 
When fast exchange becomes slower and approaches intermediate 

exchange (the fast-intermediate exchange regime), the single resonance 
that is observed becomes broadened by the effect of chemical exchange, 
such that its apparent relaxation rate contains an exchange contribution, 
Rfast

ex [15]: 

Fig. 2. Illustration of (A) the variation in species concentrations and (B) the fraction of bound protein in a titration as a function of total ligand concentration, and (C) 
the variation in the exchange rate kex across the same titration, calculated Eqs. (7) and (11) with Kd = 20 µM, koff = 1000 s− 1 and [P]0 = 100 μM. The frequency 
difference Δω = γB0Δδ is also shown as a red line in panel B, calculated for a 1H chemical shift difference of 0.5 ppm at 800 MHz. 
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Rfast
ex =

pApBΔω2

kex
(13) 

Exchange broadening also leads to a decrease in intensity, which is 
inversely proportional to the observed linewidth, R2,obs (where R2,0 is the 
linewidth in the absence of exchange processes): 

R2,obs = R2,0 + Rex (14) 

The expression for Rfast
ex (Eq. 13) has the same functional form as 

observed for the low frequency spectral density component of other 
relaxation processes, e.g. fluctuations in dipole-dipole interactions or 
chemical shift anisotropy due to rotational diffusion: a mean-square- 
fluctuation in magnetic field strength (pApBΔω2) multiplied by the 
timescale of the fluctuation (τex = 1/kex). Thus, exchange broadening 
becomes more severe as the chemical shift difference increases or the 
exchange rate decreases, until the coalescence point is reached. 

In the slow-intermediate exchange regime, resonances are also broad-
ened by the effect of exchange. In general, the amount of exchange 
broadening may differ for each state, according to the rate at which the 
state undergoes chemical exchange (an effect termed lifetime line 
broadening) [15]: 

Rslow,A
ex = kAB and Rslow,B

ex = kBA (15) 

At the microscopic level, this reflects the additional decay of the free 
induction decay as spins from a given state undergo stochastic or 
random exchange that does not add coherently to the magnetisation of 
the new state. 

Unequal populations 

The analysis of unequal or highly skewed populations, i.e. when the 
population of A is significantly larger than B, pA≫pB, introduces some 
additional considerations compared with symmetric exchange, as the 
behaviour of major and minor states is not equivalent (Fig. 3B). Highly 
skewed populations can arise in a number of situations, for example in 
early stages of a titration experiment, macromolecules with sparsely 
populated intermediate states, or for spins in rapid exchange with the 
solvent (in this case, the observed spins are the minor state while the 
solvent is the major state). 

For unequal populations in the fast exchange regime, a single reso-
nance is observed at the population-weighted average of the two orig-
inal states: 

ωobs = pAωA + pBωB (16)  

whereas in the slow exchange regime two resonances are observed with 
population-weighted amplitudes. By ‘amplitude’, we refer to the in-
tensity at the start of the FID, or equivalently the integral of the peak in a 
simple 1D experiment. We will see shortly that the major and minor 
state resonances do not generally have the same linewidth, and so 
measurements of peak intensity alone may not accurately reflect pop-
ulations of the states. 

The expressions presented above for exchange broadening between 
equally populated states in slow-intermediate and fast-intermediate 
exchange regimes Eqs. (13) and (15) are also correct for the case of 
unequal populations. Here we highlight two important consequences of 
these expressions. Firstly, in the fast-intermediate exchange regime (Eq. 
13), even a small population of a minor state can lead to substantial line 
broadening and loss of signal intensity. Secondly, following our earlier 
analysis of chemical exchange kinetics, lifetime broadening of a minor 
state resonance (Eq. 15) is much more severe than for the major state 
resonance, and so the existence of such resonances may effectively only 
be detectable indirectly using experiments such as CEST or CPMG 
relaxation dispersion [19,20]. 

Exchange between states with different relaxation rates 

The discussion above has reviewed the principles of chemical ex-
change where all states have equal relaxation rates. If this is not the case, 
then the exchange rate, kex, should be compared to |Δω+iΔR2| and not 
just Δω [21]. However, as chemical shift differences are typically much 
greater than differences in relaxation rate, this is usually a very good 
approximation. Nevertheless, exceptions do arise, for example when 
small molecules bind to large, rapidly relaxing macromolecules. In such 
cases, in the fast exchange limit a population-weighted average relaxa-
tion rate is observed in addition to an averaged chemical shift, which can 
be exploited in ligand-observed measurements of binding through 
relaxation-weighted experiments [9]. Towards the slow exchange limit, 
the rapidly relaxing state may be difficult to observe directly, but the 
exchange process, and the rapidly relaxing ‘dark’ state may still char-
acterised using dark-state exchange saturation transfer (DEST) experi-
ments [22–24]. 

Modulating the chemical exchange regime 

Chemical exchange effects in a spectrum can often present a chal-
lenge to analysis – expected peaks may be missing, or broad and poorly 
resolved, or split into unexpected and confusing multiplets. However, 
the spectroscopist has a variety of tools available to probe exchange 

Fig. 3. Resonance line shapes calculated (Eq. 30) for a spin in chemical exchange between two states with a 1H chemical shift difference of 0.5 ppm at 800 MHz (Δω 
= γB0Δδ = 2500 s− 1) and the indicated exchange rate, kex, for (A) symmetric exchange (pA = pB = 0.5) and (B) skewed populations (pA = 0.9, pB = 0.1). An 
interactive workbook is available to explore these simulations further (Supporting Information). 
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further in such situations. 
Firstly, and perhaps most simply, different atoms within an 

exchanging system are likely to have different chemical shift differences 
between states. Therefore, one should not expect all spins to have the 
same exchange behaviour. This may help to narrow down the possible 
exchange rates, particularly if different resonances can be observed in 
both fast and slow regimes [25]. 

Secondly, the magnetic field strength may be varied to modulate the 
frequency difference Δω (Eq. 12) [26]. Changing the field strength will 
not affect the chemical exchange process itself, but it will affect the 
observation of the process, analogous to changing the frame rate of a 
camera. At higher field strengths, exchange will appear to be in a slower 
regime. In the fast-intermediate regime this can lead to stronger line 
broadening (Eq. 13), and so a more intense spectrum may in fact be 
acquired using a lower field spectrometer in order to reduce such line 
broadening effects. 

Thirdly, one can vary the speed of the chemical exchange process by 
varying the acquisition temperature, in so-called variable temperature 
(VT) NMR. Both forwards and backwards rates will follow the Arrhenius 
or Eyring equations and so will depend exponentially on the tempera-
ture, and this may be used to shift exchange kinetics to a more favour-
able regime. The identification of the coalescence point in VT 
measurements also provides a quick route to determine the exchange 
rate. However, for unequal populations the relative populations of major 
and minor states will also vary with temperature according to ΔH and 
the van’t Hoff equation. Therefore, computer simulation tools, discussed 
further below, are recommended for the quantitative analysis of such 
data in order to obtain accurately the full breath of information con-
tained in these measurements [27]. 

Lastly, intermolecular exchange processes can be perturbed by 
varying the concentrations of components in the reaction. This is most 
widely appreciated for biomolecular or supramolecular titration mea-
surements, as will be discussed below, but can equally be applied to 
measurements of small molecules undergoing acid- or base- or solvent- 
catalysed exchange (and may provide a more accessible method than 
experimentally complex VT NMR) [28]. 

Changes in the chemical shift timescale across a titration 

A common application of NMR is the analysis of molecular 

interactions through titration experiments [10,29], and therefore the 
impact of chemical exchange on these measurements is worth particular 
comment. As noted above (Eq. 11 and Fig. 2), the exchange rate in-
creases throughout a titration, and therefore the system moves towards 
faster NMR chemical exchange regimes. This has a number of conse-
quences, which may be observed in the simulated titration measure-
ments shown in Fig 4. 

First, in the slow exchange limit, the initial unbound peak has no 
exchange broadening as there is no exchange in the absence of ligand. In 
contrast, the bound peak is less intense due to a constant lifetime line 
broadening, Rex = koff (Eq. 15) (Fig. 4, koff = 10–100 s− 1). Lifetime line 
broadening of the unbound peak within the slow exchange regime varies 
as Rex = kon[L], i.e. depending on the free ligand concentration. If the 
affinity is high relative to the protein concentration ([P]0>∼Kd[P]0 ≥ Kd), 
then the free ligand concentration increases slowly in early stages of the 
titration and there may be little additional broadening of the unbound 
peak. However, even a small broadening effect can strongly affect 
measurements of peak intensity, such that they are no longer propor-
tional to the unbound concentration (Fig. 4, koff = 100 s− 1). In contrast, 
if the affinity is low or the association rate is rapid, then line broadening 
of the unbound resonance at early stages of a titration can be particu-
larly severe as exchange approaches the intermediate exchange regime 
(Fig. 4, koff = 1000 s− 1). 

Towards the fast exchange limit (Fig. 4, koff ≥ 10,000 s− 1), the 
observed chemical shift perturbation is a good approximation to the 
fraction bound. However, where initial stages of the titration are in the 
slow or intermediate exchange regimes (Fig. 4, koff = 1000 s− 1), 
chemical shift perturbations will initially be small and their analysis will 
not provide an accurate measure of binding [29]. Exchange broadening 
is apparent even for extremely rapid dissociation rates. Ultimately, Fig. 4 
demonstrates the sensitivity of NMR spectra to exchange rates varying 
across four orders of magnitude, and by implication also indicates the 
capacity to analysis such processes using techniques such as line shape 
analysis. 

Lastly, lifetime line broadening of the bound state in slow exchange 
can be eliminated by the addition of an excess of ligand to push the 
exchange rate into the fast exchange regime (Fig. 5). This results in the 
backwards movement of the bound resonance from the bound chemical 
shift towards the population-weighted average of free and bound 
chemical shifts expected in fast exchange (Eq. 16). On addition of further 

Fig. 4. Simulated resonance line shapes across a titration experiment, calculated following Eqs. (7), (11) and (30), matching conditions shown in Fig. 2 (δP -0.25 
ppm, δPL 0.25 ppm, 800 MHz, Kd 20 μM, protein concentration 100 μM, ligand concentrations 0, 25, …, 200 μМ). An interactive workbook is available to explore 
these simulations further (Supporting Information). 
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ligand to saturate binding, the resonance then shifts again towards the 
bound chemical shift (Fig. 5C). 

Multi-dimensional NMR experiments 

Chemical exchange in multi-dimensional (and often heteronuclear) 
experiments brings some new considerations [30–32]. Firstly, the 
impact of exchange broadening on resonance intensities is more severe. 
While resonance intensities in one-dimensional spectra are strongly 
affected by exchange, their integrals can still be expected to provide a 
quantitative measure of population. However, in multi-dimensional 
experiments, exchange-induced relaxation results in a loss of signal 
during coherence transfer periods (CTPs) such that peak integrals may 
no longer be quantitative. Moreover, because cross-peak intensities are 
inversely proportional to the product of linewidths in all dimensions 
they are more strongly attenuated by chemical exchange, e.g. for direct 
and indirect dimensions of a two-dimensional experiment: 

I = I0⋅(relaxation loss during CTPs)⋅
1

Rdirect
2,0 + Rdirect

ex
⋅

1
Rindirect

2,0 + Rindirect
ex

(17) 

Secondly, defining the exchange regime is more complicated for two- 
dimensional experiments, because the appearance of the resonances 
depends on frequency differences in both direct and indirect dimensions. 
Thus, depending on the relative magnitudes of these, chemical exchange 
may appear fast in one dimension but slow in the other [32]. 

Thirdly, the effect of chemical exchange on a 2D spectrum depends 
on the NMR experiment itself [30]. In HSQC and (amide) TROSY ex-
periments [33,34], magnetisation is single-quantum during the indirect 
evolution period, and so the exchange rate should be compared with the 
indirect frequency difference, ΔωS, to determine the exchange regime. 
However, in the HMQC experiment [35] (commonly used as the 
SOFAST-HMQC variant [36], or for methyl TROSY measurements [37]), 
magnetisation is exchanged between zero- and double-quantum co-
herences during the indirect evolution period. Thus, the exchange rate 
should be compared with both the zero-quantum frequency difference, 
ΔωZQ = ΔωS − ΔωI, and the double-quantum frequency difference, 
ΔωDQ = ΔωS + ΔωI, to understand the relevant chemical exchange 
regime in the indirect dimension. ‘Fast exchange’ behaviour of 2D res-
onances will only be observed when exchange is fast with respect to all 
three of ΔωI, ΔωZQ and ΔωDQ [32]. This is a smaller region of (ΔωI,ΔωS)

parameter space than for a single quantum correlation experiment, with 
the practical consequence that during titrations it is likely to be easier to 
follow progressive chemical shift changes using HSQC experiments than 
HMQC experiments. Moreover, in some slow exchange regimes the di-
rection of chemical shift perturbations can be the reverse of that ordi-
narily expected, with resonances moving away from each other as the 
titration progresses. This is discussed in more detail in reference [32]. 

Lastly, chemical shift evolution in multiple dimensions is not 

necessarily independent. Instead, exchange can give rise to unexpected 
cross-peaks with complex structure and distorted phases in even the 
simplest 2D spectra, including COSY, NOESY and heteronuclear HSQC 
and HMQC experiments [31]. Some illustrative examples are provided 
for the symmetric exchange of methyl groups in the simple molecule N, 
N-dimethyltrichloroacetamide (Fig. 6), which occurs on a timescale of 
125 s− 1 at 298 K [26,38]. 

In summary, despite their apparent simplicity, 2D NMR experiments 
can depend on chemical exchange in complex ways. Naïve analysis of 
chemical shift perturbations or intensities can risk introducing system-
atic errors into results. However, as will be discussed below, 2D exper-
iments are also amenable to computer line shape analysis [30], and their 
high sensitivity to exchange effects means that they have the potential to 
provide rich kinetic and mechanistic information on molecular 
interactions. 

One-dimensional lineshape analysis 

Principles 

Previous sections have described the ways in which chemical ex-
change can influence the appearance of an NMR spectrum. As shown in 
the examples above, NMR spectra can be accurately simulated for a 
given set of parameters, representing both spectroscopic and kinetic 
aspects of the system (i.e. chemical shifts, relaxation rates, equilibrium 
constants and exchange rates). The details of these calculations are 
described in the following section, and from here it is a relatively 
straightforward matter to couple these simulations to a fitting algorithm 
in order to estimate the best-fitting parameters from a collection of 
observed spectra, in a procedure referred to as lineshape analysis or dy-
namic NMR [39,40]. 

Lineshape analysis provides dynamic information from simple and 
sensitive one-dimensional experiments. We have seen earlier that line 
shapes are sensitive to exchange rates across four orders of magnitude 
(Fig. 7) – ca. 50x above and below the frequency difference Δω. Analysis 
of multiple spins, with different chemical shift differences, can extend 
this range further, resulting in sensitivity to exchange rates from ca. 10 
to 250,000 s− 1 (estimated for 1H chemical shift differences between 0.1 
and 1 ppm at 800 MHz). Beyond this, variable temperature NMR can 
also be employed to shift processes into a suitable timescale for line-
shape analysis. 

In the presence of chemical exchange, resonance linewidths are 
given by Eq. (14). In some cases, particularly for small molecules, ex-
change broadening may be so strong that the contribution from ordinary 
relaxation can be neglected. In general, however, to accurately separate 
kinetic effects from ordinary relaxation processes, some form of external 
perturbation is required to modify the exchange terms specifically. This 
may be via a series of spectra acquired across a titration, or through 
variable temperature NMR in which equilibrium concentrations may be 

Fig. 5. Impact of the transition between slow and fast exchange regimes at late stages of a titration. (A) Simulation of a titration measurement, calculated as in Fig. 4, 
with koff = 200 s− 1 and ligand concentrations increasing up to 2 mM (20 equiv). (B) Variation in apparent resonance intensities, and (C) the observed chemical shift 
of the bound resonance. 
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fit to the Van’t Hoff equation and exchange rates to Arrhenius or Eyring 
equations. 

Some examples of lineshape analysis are presented in Fig. 7. Line-
shape analysis can also provide sensitivity to more complex interaction 
mechanisms, for example identifying and distinguishing induced fit or 
conformational selection mechanisms [11,18,43]. 

Calculation methods 

In this section, we will outline the analysis of chemical exchange for 
a spin undergoing chemical exchange between two states, A and B. We 
will assume that the spin is uncoupled, so that its evolution may be 
described in classical terms using the vector model, via the Bloch- 
McConnell equations [44]. However, the extension to coupled systems 
is relatively straightforward [39,45]. 

The time-evolution of magnetisation for a single state can be 
described by the Bloch equations: 

d
dt

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

Mx

My

Mz

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ = −

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

R2 ω0 − ωy

− ω0 R2 ωx

ωy − ωx R1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠⋅

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

Mx

My

Mz

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠+

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

0

0

R1M0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ (18)  

where ω0 is the Larmor frequency, ωx and ωy are the B1 field strengths (i. 

e. rf pulses), and M0 is the total magnetisation at equilibrium. We are 
generally interested in the analysis of exchange under free evolution, 
such that ωx = ωy = 0. As transverse relaxation is also generally much 
more rapid than longitudinal relaxation, we can focus only on the xy- 
plane, such that Eq. (18) therefore simplifies to: 

d
dt

(
Mx

My

)

= −

(
R2 ω0

− ω0 R2

)

⋅

(
Mx

My

)

(19) 

Combining x and y components as a single complex number in the xy- 
plane, Mxy = Mx + iMy, we have: 

dMxy

dt
= (iω0 − R2)Mxy (20)  

which is solved by: 

Mxy(t) = e(iω0 − R2)tMxy(0) (21) 

Let us now consider the evolution of transverse magnetisation for 
two species, that do not undergo chemical exchange, which can be 
written compactly in matrix form: 

d
dt

(
MA

MB

)

=

(
iωA − R2,A 0

0 iωB − R2,B

)

⋅

(
MA

MB

)

(22) 

Fig. 6. Observation of exchange cross-peaks in simple homonuclear and heteronuclear two-dimensional NMR spectra of methyl groups in the small molecule N,N- 
dimethyltrichloroacetamide (DMTCA), acquired at 16.44 T, 298 K (kex 125 s− 1) [adapted from [31]]. 

Fig. 7. Examples of one-dimensional lineshape analysis. (A) Lineshape analysis of cis/trans isomerisation in a peptoid by VT NMR [adapted from [27]]. Experimental 
spectra are shown on the left, and simulated spectra on the right alongside forwards and backwards rate constants, fitting using gNMR [41]. (B) 19F lineshape analysis 
of the titration of four unlabelled peptides binding to an SH3 domain labelled with 5-fluorotryptophan [adapted from [42]]. Observed data are shown in grey, and 
simulated spectra in colour, fitting by direct calculation in MATLAB . 
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or equivalently 

dM→

dt
= (iΩ − R)⋅M→ (23)  

where Ω =

(
iωA 0
0 iωB

)

and R =

(
R2,A 0

0 R2,B

)

are diagonal matrices 

representing chemical shifts and relaxation rates. In analogy with Eq. 
(21), the solution to Eq. (23) can be written compactly as a matrix 
exponential: 

M→(t) = e(iΩ− R)t M→(0) = eLt M→(0) (24)  

where the initial magnetisation M→(0) is proportional to the equilibrium 
concentrations of species and the operator L = iΩ − R. By its definition, 
L is diagonal and the frequencies and linewidths of observed resonances 
correspond to the imaginary and real components of its eigenvalues. 
However, the presence of chemical exchange introduces an exchange 
operator, K, that couples together exchanging species (Eq. 9): 

L = iΩ − R + K (25) 

The observed magnetisation is then the sum of individual 
components: 

Mobs(t) = MA(t) + MB(t) = ( 1 1 ⋯ ) eLt M→(0) (26) 

The free induction decay may be calculated directly from Eq. (26), 
from which the frequency domain spectrum can be obtained in the usual 
manner by Fourier transformation. Alternatively, L can be diagonalised 
as QΛQ− 1, where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, such that eLt =

QeΛtQ− 1 and the observed magnetisation is: 

Mobs(t) = ( 1 1 ⋯ ) QeΛtQ− 1 M→(0) (27) 

As before, the eigenvalues of L, {λ1,λ2,…}, describe the frequencies 
and linewidths of the observed resonances [40]. Nothing that eΛt =

diag(eλ1 t , eλ2 t ,…) is the only term depending on time, an analytic 
expression for the frequency domain spectrum can then be obtained by 
Fourier transform of Eq. (27): 

Y(ω) = ( 1 1 ⋯ ) Q F
[
eΛt] Q− 1 M→(0) (28)  

where the Fourier transforms of exponentials are Lorentzians: 

F
[
eΛt] = diag

(
1

λ1 − iω,
1

λ2 − iω,…
)

(29) 

This expression can be calculated efficiently numerically and inte-
grated into a nonlinear minimisation algorithm to fit experimental data 
[40,46]. For the case of two-state exchange, an analytical expression for 
the observed spectrum can also be derived by this approach [47–49]:   

Further analytical expressions have also been derived for more 
complex exchange models [48]. 

Data acquisition 

The acquisition of one-dimensional experiments for analysis is usu-
ally straightforward. Nevertheless, care should be taken to ensure 

accurate sample concentrations, particularly across a titration series; to 
have well-shimmed samples with as little inhomogeneous broadening as 
possible; to have a flat baseline, with good quality solvent suppression if 
required; and to use the same acquisition parameters, such as spectral 
width and time domain size, across all experiments. For variable tem-
perature measurements, accurate sample temperatures should be 
determined using an external reference such as d4-methanol [50]. 
Lastly, if multiple spectra are being fitted simultaneously, it is important 
that pulses are calibrated to ensure consistent excitation, and that suf-
ficiently long recycle delays are employed to ensure complete relaxation 
between scans. 

Software 

A variety of software packages have been developed that provide 
graphical interfaces for one-dimensional lineshape analysis, summarised 
in Table 1. As shown, these packages each provide varying degrees of 
useability and compatibility with different operating systems, and the 
capacity to simulate and fit scalar coupled spin systems, overlapping 
resonances, multi-state exchange mechanisms, and multiple spectra 
associated with titration measurements. As this table shows, no single 
package is available that handles the variety of different requirements 
fully. For this reason, and given the relative simplicity of calculations, 
one-dimensional lineshape analysis is also commonly performed using 
home-written scripts or analysis routines [11,42,51,52]. This may 
permit, for example, the analysis of titration measurements across 
multiple temperatures [53], integration with CEST measurements [52], 
or the analysis of multi-state binding mechanisms [11,53]. 

Two-dimensional lineshape analysis 

Principles 

The principles of lineshape analysis can be extended from one- 
dimensional experiments to the two-dimensional experiments common 
in biomolecular NMR [30,60]. While, as noted earlier, the effects of 
chemical exchange on multi-dimensional and particularly heteronuclear 
experiments can be more complicated than simple one-dimensional 
experiments, they can provide both increased residue specificity and 
resolution, together with greater sensitivity to the effects of exchange. 

In contrast to the analysis of relatively simple one-dimensional ex-
periments, the analysis of two-dimensional experiments can be imple-
mented using a ‘virtual spectrometer’, which reproduces the specific 
details of the pulse program that was used experimentally (Fig. 8). 

Calculation methods 

Two-dimensional spectra can be simulated by the direct propagation 

of magnetisation within a composite Liouville space formed from the 
direct product of an N-dimensional chemical state space and a Liouville 
space or subspace describing the required spin operators [30,62]. While 
the calculation may be more elaborate, the fundamental principles of it 
are similar to the simulation of one-dimensional experiments in the 
presence of scalar couplings [39,45]. 

For a two-spin system such as an amide group, the spin Liouville 
space is 16-dimensional, and so for N chemical states the composite 
space would be 16N-dimensional. However, while simulations can be 

Y(ω) =
kex + pA

(
R2,B − i[ω − ωB]

)
+ pB

(
R2,A − i[ω − ωA]

)

kexpA
(
R2,A − i[ω − ωA]

)
+ kexpB

(
R2,B − i[ω − ωB]

)
+
(
R2,A − i[ω − ωA]

)(
R2,B − i[ω − ωB]

) (30)   
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carried out in this complete basis [62], it is generally desirable to carry 
out calculations in a reduced basis, eliminating coherences that are not 
accessed by the pulse program, and neglecting cross-correlated relaxa-
tion processes and longitudinal relaxation. This serves two purposes. 
First, reducing matrix sizes greatly accelerates numerical calculations. 
Second, these approximations reflect the limited information that is 
available when fitting a spectrum. In general, one can only hope to 
determine a linewidth and chemical shift from each dimension for a 
given resonance, and so it is not helpful to include additional longitu-
dinal or cross-correlated relaxation rates as free parameters. 

The specifics of a calculation depend on the particular details of the 
pulse program being simulated. These have been reported previously 
[30–32], so here we provide a single, detailed example for an HMQC 
experiment (Fig. 9). 

The initial populations of states, p0, are determined from analysis of 
the chemical equilibrium model, comprising N states. From this, an 
initial density operator, ρ0 (following the first 90◦ pulse), is determined, 
proportional to − Iy: 

ρ0 = p0 ⊗ ( 0 − 1 0 0 )
′ (31) 

Here ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product between the space of 
chemical states and the Liouville (sub)space of density operators. During 
period A, coherences evolve under the operator LA, 

LA = ⊕
N

i=1

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

− RI
2,i − ωI

i 0 − πJ

ωI
i − RI

2,i πJ 0
0 − πJ − RI

2,i − ωI
i

πJ 0 ωI
i − RI

2,i

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

+ K ⊗ I4 (32)  

such that at the end of period A, the density operator is ρA = eLATρ0. At 
this point, we may apply the 90◦ S pulse and change basis from A to B 
using the matrix RAB, 

RAB =
1
2
IN ⊗

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0 − 1

0 0 − 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 − 1 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(33)  

to obtain ρB,0 = RABρA. Zero and double quantum coherences then 
evolve for time t1/2 under the influence of LB, 

LB = ⊕
N

i=1

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

− RS
2,i ωI

i − ωS
i 0 0

− ωI
i + ωS

i − RS
2,i 0 0

0 0 − RS
2,i − ωI

i − ωS
i

0 0 ωI
i + ωS

i − RS
2,i

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

+ K ⊗ I4 (34) 

Table 1 
Summary of software packages available for one-dimensional lineshape analysis.  

Software Platform NMRBox Multiple 
spectra 

Fit overlapping 
resonances 

Scalar 
coupling 

Exchange mechanisms Comments Ref 

NmrLineGuru Windows, 
Linux 

Yes Yes (titration 
data) 

No No Limited (ligand binding, 
induced fit, two-site ligand 
binding) 

Simple interface; designed 
for biomolecular NMR 

[54] 

Topspin 
(dnmr) 

Windows, 
Mac, Linux 

Yes No Yes Yes General Integrated with data 
processing 

[55] 

gNMR Windows, Mac No No Yes Yes General  [41] 
iNMR Mac No No Yes Yes General Integrated with data 

processing 
[56] 

WinDNMR Windows No No Yes Yes General  [57, 
58] 

SpinWorks Windows No No Yes Yes Two-state Integrated with data 
processing 

[40, 
59]  

Fig. 8. (A) Principles of 2D lineshape analysis [reproduced from [30]]. Outline 
of the data acquisition process and the two-dimensional lineshape analysis 
procedure. ROI (region of interest) indicates regions of the observed spectra 
selected for use in the fitting, typically enclosing one or more residues whose 
appearance varies across the titration series. (B) 2D lineshape analysis of the 
interaction of FIR RRM1-RRM2 with the FBP Nbox peptide using NMR TITAN 
[30]. Observed and fitted 1H,15N SOFAST-HMQC spectra are shown for 41μM 
FIR RRM1-RRM2 upon titration of FBP Nbox [61]. 

Fig. 9. The HMQC pulse sequence. Sections of the sequence are coloured and 
marked (A, B, C) according to the Liouville subspace used for two-dimensional 
lineshape calculations (shown underneath) [30]. The delay T = 1 /2JIS. Solid 
bars indicate 90◦ pulses and hollow bars 180◦ pulses, applied with phase x. The 
pulse marked φ is applied with phases x and y for quadrature detection. The 
operators ZQx/y = Ix/ySx ± Iy/xSy and DQx/y = IxSx/y ∓ IySy/x. 
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Following this, the central 180◦ pulse interchanges zero and double 
quantum coherences, according to the propagator U180, 

U180 = IN ⊗

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(35)  

following which a further period of free precession occurs for time t1 /2, 
resulting in the density operator at the end of period B, ρB =

eLBt1/2U180eLBt1/2ρB,0. This can then be rotated back into the basis A 
following application of the second 90◦ S pulse. This transformation 
depends on the phase of the pulse, ϕ, and can be described by the two 
matrices Rx

BA and Ry
BA, 

Rx
BA = IN ⊗

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 − 1 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(36)  

and 

Ry
BA = IN ⊗

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
− 1 0 − 1 0
0 1 0 − 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(37) 

Following a further period of free evolution under the operator LA, 
magnetisation is detected by projection onto I− = Ix − iIy, 

I − = p′

0 ⊗ ( 1 − i 0 0 ) (38) 

So that the observed magnetisation at the start of period C is: 

Mx/y
obs =< I− eLAT Rx/y

BA eLBt1/2U180eLBt1/2RABeLAT ρ0 > (39) 

Thus, two terms are calculated, corresponding to cosine and sine- 
modulated signals in the indirect dimension. This magnetisation can 
then be used as input, M→(0), for calculation of lineshapes in the direct 
dimension according to the Bloch-McConnell equations (Eq. 28). 
Finally, window functions can be applied to the indirect dimension and 
Fourier transformed to yield the required two-dimensional simulated 
spectrum for the spin system (i.e. for a single residue). This procedure is 
then repeated for each spin system being simulated. 

Regions of simulated spectra can be extracted that correspond to 
experimental regions of interest, and optimised using a least squares 
fitting algorithm. Typically, one or two dozen residues are simulated for 
the analysis of macromolecules, and their amplitudes (overall in-
tensities) at each point in the fitting procedure are optimised by linear 
regression against the observed spectra. Importantly, because the pulse 
sequence is simulated in its entirety, amplitudes can be fixed across 
series of titration points, after scaling for varying numbers of scans or 
receiver gain. Changes in intensity can therefore provide important 
constraints on unknown parameters, while residues that overlap 
strongly during part of the titration can be treated easily (Fig. 8B). 

Data acquisition 

Practical aspects of data acquisition for two-dimensional lineshape 
analysis have been reviewed recently [60]. Here, we summarise some 
key points. Many of the aspects discussed earlier for one-dimensional 
experiments apply equally to two-dimensional lineshape analysis. 
However, the coding of the pulse program is more critical for 
two-dimensional measurements, to ensure good quality baselines and 
phasing in the indirect dimension through initial zero- or half-dwell 
delays in the evolution time. Suitable sequences (in Bruker format) are 
included within the NMR TITAN analysis package (www.nmr-titan. 

com). Sufficiently long acquisition times should be chosen so that 
relaxation can be observed within the free induction decay (particularly 
relevant to the indirect dimension), to ensure accurate estimates can be 
made of resonance linewidths when transformed into the frequency 
domain. Again, consistent acquisition parameters must be used across all 
spectra in a titration series. Current analysis software also requires that 
spectra are processed using exponential window functions so that sig-
nals retain their Lorentzian profile (this is not a fundamental require-
ment, but practically acts to accelerate calculations). 

As discussed above, different two-dimensional experiments are 
associated with the evolution of different coherences in the indirect 
dimension, and this changes the impact of chemical exchange on the 
observed resonances [30]. In particular, HMQC experiments are more 
subject to exchange-induced broadening than HSQC experiments [32]. 
This is not necessarily negative, as this broadening contains useful in-
formation on the exchange process, but equally it may prove easier to 
follow peak movements within HSQC spectra. We have recently 
described a new SOFAST-H(Z/D)QC experiment for the simultaneous 
acquisition of HZQC (heteronuclear zero quantum coherence) and 
HDQC (heteronuclear double quantum coherence) experiments, appli-
cable both to amide and methyl spin systems with optional 
longitudinal-relaxation enhancement [32]. As the acquisition of these 
experiments can be rapid relative to sample preparation and calibration, 
experimentalists may wish to consider acquisition using multiple pulse 
sequences. These measurements can then be analysed independently, to 
provide additional confidence in the fitted parameters [32]. 

Two common pulse sequences that pose difficulties for two- 
dimensional lineshape analysis are the sensitivity-enhanced HSQC 
[63], and (amide) TROSY [34]. This is due to the more complex 
coherence transfer steps within the experiments, involving several 
different coherences (e.g. multiple quantum and longitudinal co-
herences) that cannot be estimated from the observed spectra. To the 
extent that relaxation and exchange can be neglected during coherence 
transfer periods, data acquired with these sequences may be analysed, 
but in general it is preferable to use other sequences. One such alter-
native is the ZQ-TROSY experiment [64], also available as a 
longitudinal-relaxation enhanced BEST-ZQ-TROSY variant [32], which 
correlates the 1H TROSY line with the zero-quantum coherence. This is 
expected to have a relaxation rate between that of 15N single-quantum 
and 15N TROSY coherences, and so the experiment may provide a use-
ful alternative to standard TROSY that remains amenable to 
two-dimensional lineshape analysis [32]. 

A final point to consider for data acquisition is the use of 
longitudinal-relaxation enhanced experiments such as the SOFAST- 
HMQC [36] or BEST experiments [65] (note that acquisition of 
so-called ultrafast experiments, using single-scan spatial encoding 
methods, is not recommended due to their complex or distorted line-
shapes [66]). These can allow greatly increased sensitivity and/or more 
rapid acquisition, making their use particularly favourable for titration 
studies. However, the intensity of resonances in these spectra is strongly 
dependent on their longitudinal relaxation rate, R1 (or more accurately, 
on the effective longitudinal relaxation rate accounting for selective 
excitation). Where there is a difference, ΔR1, between states, the effect 
of chemical exchange should also be considered. As longitudinal relax-
ation is slow, we can expect that ΔR1≪kex (akin to the fast exchange of 
transverse relaxation discussed above), and so the observed relaxation 
rate is a population-weighted average of the individual relaxation rates. 
As this may shift along the course of a titration experiment, the impact 
on spectra of strong longitudinal relaxation weighting may need to be 
considered. However, practically, provided that an excessively short 
recycle delay is avoided for these experiments, it is our experience that 
no ill effects are observed from their use (e.g. when compared with in-
dependent biophysical measurements of binding affinities [30,32]), but 
that the increased sensitivity is instead useful for obtaining high-quality 
spectra within a shorter period of time. 
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Software 

In contrast to the variety of software that has been developed for one- 
dimensional lineshape analysis, few packages are available for two- 
dimensional lineshape analysis. NMRKIN [67] and LineShapeKin [18] 
are capable of performing analysis on one-dimensional cross-sections 
from two-dimensional spectra. However, as described above, such an-
alyses cannot account for the full complexity of two-dimensional ex-
periments: multiple-quantum evolution, differential relaxation, or 
exchange cross-peaks. Therefore, their use is not recommended. Only 
one package, NMR TITAN (www.nmr-titan.com), is currently available 
for full two-dimensional lineshape analysis [30]. The package, also 
available on the NMRBox platform [68], provides a simple user interface 
and permits analysis of a variety of binding mechanisms and pulse 
programs, including NOESY, HSQC, HMQC, HZQC and HDQC experi-
ments. Its use has been reviewed in a recent article [60], and has now 
been applied to a variety of systems [69–75]. We draw the interested 
reader’s attention to the discussion of analysis workflows, and the 
optimal selection of spin systems and regions of interest, that is pre-
sented in this article [60]. 

NMR TITAN provides three methods for the estimation of parameter 
uncertainty. The first of these is simply the uncertainty derived from the 
curvature of the χ2 surface (sum of squares of residuals) as a function of 
parameters, which is readily obtained as part of the least-squares opti-
misation algorithm. However, it is our experience that these un-
certainties are usually underestimates that may reflect local minima 
within the χ2 surface, neglecting the effect of correlations in data that 
arise through the apodization and Fourier transform of time-domain 
observations. Therefore, two additional algorithms have been imple-
mented. The first of these is a block residual resampling algorithm [76], 
in which a large number of bootstrap replicas are constructed by 
resampling residuals from the original fit, and then re-fitted to deter-
mine the distribution of parameter estimates. Small tiles of neighbouring 
points are resampled in this approach to preserve the correlation 
structure of the observations – if this is neglected, we have found that 
uncertainties are underestimated [30]. This can determine standard 
errors for parameter estimates, but may also reveal the presence of 
highly correlated parameters which may warrant manual inspection and 
consideration. The final approach is a leave-one-out jackknife, in which 
spin systems are systematically omitted from fits to determine a distri-
bution of parameter estimates. This is particularly effective at revealing 
strong dependencies on a single resonance and may indicate that addi-
tional spin systems should be included to increase the robustness of the 
analysis. Ultimately, we recommend that all error analyses should be 
performed, and to be conservative it is the largest uncertainties that 
should be reported. 

Conclusions 

NMR spectra of all kinds can carry valuable imprints of chemical 
exchange phenomena. Lineshape analysis, or dynamic NMR, provides a 
rigorous theoretical approach for the analysis of such effects, that can 
complement analyses by other NMR methods such as EXSY [77], CEST 
[19] or CPMG relaxation dispersion [20], as well as other biophysical 
techniques to probe molecular interactions. By introducing the back-
ground and fundamental principles of these methods, as well as a 
detailed description of the underlying calculations, it is hoped that this 
article might inspire or support others, across many fields of solution 
NMR spectroscopy, to more fully utilise this powerful analytical method. 

By this stage, the fundamental principles of lineshape analysis are 
well established. However, despite the apparent maturity of the tech-
nique, there is much that remains to be developed. Surprisingly, given 
the long history of 1D analysis, there is no software package capable of 
performing a full range of analyses (Table 1). Practically therefore, if 
these methods are to transition from a specialised analysis technique to a 

commonly used tool, there is a need to develop software presenting a 
simple graphical interface – as developed for 2D lineshape analysis – 
that avoids need for users to have expertise in scripting and coding. 

Looking ahead, there are opportunities to transfer techniques 
developed for two-dimensional lineshape analysis to one-dimensional 
experiments. Practically, many one-dimensional experiments are not 
simply pulse-acquire sequences, as is implicit in expressions derived for 
lineshapes (Eq. 30), but they may contain additional evolution periods 
for solvent suppression during which exchange can occur and scalar 
couplings may evolve. More generally, there is a need for deeper inte-
gration of lineshape analysis with other methods, both spectroscopic 
and biophysical. As an example of this, we have recently demonstrated 
the simultaneous analysis of one-dimensional 19F lineshapes and 19F 
CEST measurements, enabling characterisation of co-translational 
folding equilibria within large, low concentration and unstable 
ribosome-nascent chain complexes [52]. A key statistical challenge to 
address is the accurate determination of parameter uncertainties, from 
large scale and non-linear fitting procedures, and correctly identifying 
the most appropriate mechanistic model of chemical exchange that ac-
counts for available data, although progress has been made here in the 
use of Bayesian analysis techniques [78]. Lineshape fitting methods can 
also be applied to parametric estimation problems separate from 
chemical exchange, for example in the analysis of methyl side-chain 
dynamics by fitting 1H-coupled 13C multiplets to determine 
cross-correlated relaxation rates [79]. There is the potential for these 
methods to be coupled with automated, optimal acquisition protocols 
[80], and for the application of machine learning methods to accelerate 
the interpretation of NMR observations [81]. Thus, we are confident that 
this technique has a bright future that will find increasing applications 
across a variety of chemical and biological systems. 
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